Bird B Gone conducts advanced training with Chemtech Supply

A PGA building in Arizona was having pest bird problems. Bird feces and nests were creating unhealthy and hazardous conditions for staff and guests. To make matters worse, a poorly installed net had fallen around the facility’s air handlers. As the job posed a number of installation challenges, Chemtech utilized the on-site training option offered by Bird•B•Gone™ to: offer hands-on instruction to team members, highlight and clarify various installation techniques, confirm the selected products with the right fit for the job and ensure that all products were installed properly and working perfectly.

**Issues to be addressed:** Prevent birds from landing on horizontal surfaces. Block birds from entering unwanted areas. Remove the old cabling and anchors that were poorly installed as well as net that had fallen around the facility’s air handlers.

**Product Installed:** *Bird Jolt Flat Track™*

To prevent birds from landing on the horizontal surfaces the team chose to install Bird Jolt Flat Track. Bird Jolt Flat Track is an electric track system that produces a mild electric shock when birds land on it. The non-intrusive, low profile and patented anti-arching design made this an ideal choice. The electric track system was properly installed in various “high bird pressure” areas and has successfully deterred the birds and kept them away.

**Product Installed:** *Bird Net 2000™*

To block birds from entering unwanted areas, the team chose to install the most efficient and effective bird exclusion product, heavy duty black 3/4 in. mesh bird netting – Bird Net 2000™. The old cabling, anchors and net were removed. New heavy duty netting was properly installed and correctly anchored. The result: a humane and highly effective bird control installation that keeps birds and their droppings away from the building.